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Most business software systems contain inaccurate data, information
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inconsistencies, and other anomalies. Oracle Data Profiling includes
data investigation and quality assessment tools to help you find these
issues. It allows business users to get a clear picture of their data
quality, and monitor, track, and govern information over time.
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issues to light. When used for a master data management, data warehousing, or other
data integration project, these data sources can become chaotic and problematic due
to conflicting data assumptions. Further complicating the matter, regulatory
compliance initiatives (such Sarbanes-Oxley, U.S. Patriot Act, and Basel II) require
tracing the source of the data used in financial reports, as well as examination,
tracking (through snapshots), and certification of the state and quality of the
business data.
Oracle Data Profiling is a data investigation and quality-monitoring tool. It allows
business users to assess the quality of their data through metrics, discover or infer
rules based on this data, and monitor the evolution of data quality over time.
Powerful Data Analysis
Oracle Data Profiling provides a set of powerful features for investigating data
quality, including
•

Entity Discovery and Analysis—Oracle Data Profiling collects metadata and
data from the sources and analyzes it to render comprehensive information and
statistics, such as attribute lengths, maximum and minimum values, value
distributions, patterns, data types, and so on. It automatically applies advanced
profiling techniques to identify potential problems with data fields such as
nonconformed zip, customer, or product codes; misspellings; duplications; and
punctuation issues.

•

Natural Drill-Down—The user interface provides a natural drill-down
approach to browse through the analysis results and graphical views.

•

Keys, Functional Dependencies, and Joins Discovery and Analysis—Oracle
Data Profiling detects and presents potential keys, along with their degree of
uniqueness, while identifying duplicates and other inconsistencies. It also
detects functional dependencies between attributes within a given entity (a
shipped order should have an invoice number, for example), as well as
relationships between entities (joins). Quality analysts can also create these
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types of quality rules within the user interface.
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KEY BENEFITS
• Powerful data analysis

enables automatic
detection of data quality
issues and deduction of
new quality rules
• Intuitive user interface for

business users
• The Time Series feature

allows for data quality
monitoring over time and
e-mail alerts enable
emergency cases
handling

•

Figure1. Oracle Data Profiling attribute drill-down and join Venn diagram

Reporting, Monitoring, and Emergency Handling
RELATED PRODUCTS

Oracle Data Profiling allows data quality specialists to document and annotate their

AND SERVICES

findings, define business rules, and create data quality reports or metadata and data

• Oracle Data Integrator

exports for third-party tools.

• Oracle Data Quality for

Data Integrator

The Time Series feature of Oracle Data Profiling allows users to evaluate data
quality over time by performing regular assessments of the data quality. The state of
the data is preserved with all analysis findings.
Oracle Data Profiling also uses e-mail notifications to warn business users when
certain service-level requirements are not met (such as when threshold values are
exceeded, business rules are violated, and so on). Data quality stewards can then
review and evaluate these errors in more detail.
Integration in the Data Quality Process
Oracle Data Profiling is tightly integrated with Oracle Data Quality and shares the
same user interface. Once the data investigation is complete and the data quality
challenges are correctly identified, business and IT users can automatically generate
their data quality project for use with downstream extract-load-transform (ELT) and
service-oriented architecture (SOA) processes.
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